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Have you tried showing a set or a large collection of digital snapshots to a friend or relative? Weren't they underwhelmed and a little bored by the number of all-too-similar shots of the same subject?
    Get rid of the duplicates automatically! Image Comparer scans your entire collection of images, analyzes their contents and locates files that look alike. Beginning with v3.3, Image Comparer is able to highlight image differences.



  This program will find and delete duplicate photos for you
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                 Download for Windows








Do not waste your hard drive space



Manually locating similar images may be fine if you have just a dozen images. But what if you have a hundred? If you do it by hand, it'll take you quite a while. If you are like most digital shooters,
you probably have several hundred or even a few thousand digital pictures stored in various folders. Locating and removing duplicates can easily become a time-consuming nightmare, and may eventually even
take away the fun of taking pictures. Hint: Duplicate Photo Finder!



Difficult lighting and exposure problems, camera shake and digital noise can spoil your images. When you encounter difficult shooting conditions, you likely take a number of pictures, with somewhat different settings. Selecting the best shot out of a few duplicates is relatively easy, but what if you have hundreds of duplicate shots? Your viewers won't be overly impressed to see a dark shot, a
blurry shot, and then just the perfect one followed by an overexposed view.


Detecting duplicates by their actual image content


Image Comparer analyzes your digital images and automatically selects the best shot out of the many duplicates on your system, allowing you to move or delete duplicate images in a couple of mouse clicks. Image Comparer  uses a content-based image search. This allows the program to search images by visual similarity. You can search for resized, rotated, and flipped images as well.
 We think our duplicate image finder is the best on the market today.



Unlike similar products, Image Comparer does not just look for exact duplicates. Instead, it analyzes and recognizes an image's content (this technology is known as content based image search), and groups pictures that look alike. You can specify the level of visual
similarity that is sufficient to consider pictures to be duplicates. View them in pairs or see the top ten similar images and keep the best one!


Manage duplicates with ease


Image Comparer  is extremely useful to professional photographers, designers, and webmasters who have "image-heavy" sites to maintain. The program is incredibly fast; after a minute or two, one can see how many duplicate images are stored and how much disk space will be saved by removing the duplicates. The "dupes" can then be removed all at once with a single click. Alternatively, a user can specify which images need to be deleted, moved or copied.



The list of supported image file formats includes RAW, JPEG, J2K, BMP, GIF, PNG, TIFF, WEBP, HEIC and others.


    TIF, TIFF, FAX, G3N, G3F, XIF, GIF, JPG, JPEG, JPE, JIF, JFIF, PCX, BMP, DIB, RLE, ICO, CUR, PNG, DCM, DIC, DICOM, V2, WMF, EMF, TGA, TARGA, VDA, ICB, VST, PIX, PXM, PPM, PGM, PBM, WBMP, JP2, J2K, JPC, J2C, DCX, CRW, CR2, DNG, NEF, RAW, RAF, X3F, ORF, SRF, MRW, DCR, BAY, PEF, SR2, ARW, KDC, MEF, 3FR, K25, ERF, CAM, CS1, DC2, DCS, FFF, MDC, MOS, NRW, PTX, PXN, RDC, RW2, RWL, IIQ, SRW, PSD, PSB, IEV, IEN, IMAGEEN, LYR, ALL, WDP, HDP, JXR, PCD, DCM, DICOM, CUT, AVS, CIN, DOT, DPX, FITS, FPX, HDF, MAT, MIFF, MTV, PALM, PCL, PICT, PIX, PWP, RLA, SGI, SUN, SVG, TTF, VICAR, VIFF, XBM, XCF, XPM, JBG, JBIG, BIE, WEBP, HEIF, HEIC
Show 100+ supported formats


Image Comparer  is ready for immediate download; the evaluation period lasts for 30 days. This trial version finds duplicate photos, but does not allow moving, deleting or copying them.
 Find duplicate images with ease! We think our duplicate picture finder is one of the best solutions on the market.




System Requirements for Image Comparer

Image Comparer  requires a PC with Windows 7/8/10/11 to run. 



Active offers for Image Comparer

	For bloggers! Post an Image Comparer review to your blog and get a license for free.



       You can learn more about Image Comparer on a separate site - Duplicate Photo Finder for Windows.


	
FREE DOWNLOAD
	
Get it from $34.95
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        User review

        
            Image Comparer - Love it!

"Hi! Yeah, the program appeals to me really, though I doubted at first it could do what it promised... I just tried and it did perfectly well, to my surprise. You know so many programs today promise much, but fail to fulfill even minor promises. Well, it was pleasant to confess that Image Comparer is not one of them, because for me it turned out to be just a god send really)) Thanks!!!"
Jacob Foster - Rating: 5.0 
April 08, 2024
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Try the similar tool for audio files - Audio Comparer.
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Video Comparer - find and remove video duplicates by content.
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